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Objectives
The objectives of the CyberTracker Tracker Certification include:






Promoting the cultural, social and economic benefits of the art of tracking.
Stimulating an interest in tracking among children, young people, adventure students and the
general public.
Develop tracking into a modern profession by maintaining the highest standards in tracker
certification.
Promoting the employment of trackers in education, ecotourism, conservation management,
search & rescue, anti-poaching, wildlife monitoring and scientific research.
The recognition of indigenous knowledge, the pursuit of new knowledge and the highest
levels of excellence in the art of tracking.

Why We Need Tracker Certification
Trackers play an important role in education, ecotourism, search & rescue, anti-poaching, crime
prevention, wildlife monitoring, and scientific research in nature reserves, national parks and
protected areas.
†
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Creating employment opportunities for trackers provides cultural, social and economic benefits
to local communities. The employment of trackers also helps to retain indigenous skills that may
otherwise be lost in the near future.
The CyberTracker certification system has proved to be a very efficient training tool.
In national parks and in the ecotourism industry there has been an increasing need to verify the
field skills of rangers and trackers. Rangers are used to gather data for monitoring wildlife and it
is important to validate that the data they gather is accurate. Expert trackers can give valuable
assistance to researchers studying animal behavior. The employment of trackers in scientific
research requires the highest level of tracking expertise. Tracker certificates provide a validation
tool for data collected by trackers, by providing an objective test of observer reliability.
The art of tracking should therefore be recognized as a specialized profession.
In order to develop the art of tracking as a modern profession, very high standards of
certification need to be maintained. During evaluations, trackers are graded in order to determine
their level of expertise, so that they can be promoted for different roles, contributions, and
salaries. This provides an incentive for trackers to develop their skills and strive towards the
highest levels of excellence.

A New Perspective
The CyberTracker Tracker Certification was initiated by Louis Liebenberg in 1994 in the Greater
Kruger National Park, South Africa.
Initially our aim was to establish a strong core of expert trackers in ecotourism, maintaining the
highest standards. Over the years we have resisted pressure to lower our standards in order to
certify more trackers. To lower standards at the start of this process would have jeopardised our
core standards and would have made it difficult to maintain high standards within a broader
context of inconsistent standards.
During the first 20 years we were able to focus on maintaining the highest standards, since there
was no sense of urgency. Issues like climate change and population growth seemed very remote
possibilities of the future. However, it is now becoming increasingly clear that climate change,
population growth and the rapid loss of biodiversity are urgent issues.
The world is experiencing a period of rapid environmental change linked to habitat change (e.g.,
development), pollution, and climate change. Monitoring biodiversity is critical for effective
conservation management, however, there are too few professional ecologists to deal with the
scale of environmental challenges. Furthermore, global biodiversity conservation is seriously
challenged by gaps in the geographical coverage of existing information. Locally based
monitoring is particularly important in developing countries, where it can empower local
communities to manage their natural resources while simultaneously gathering data needed to fill
these gaps. Trackers can play a critical role in preventing poaching of endangered species such as
rhino, elephant and tigers. Trackers can also be of great value for monitoring rare and
endangered species.
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Rhino and elephant poaching in Africa are out of control. Gorillas, chimpanzees, orangutans,
pangolins and a number of other species may well be driven into extinction by poaching, yet in
Africa and Asia there is a critical shortage of trackers who can be employed in anti-poaching
units. Protected areas may require more than one tracker per 2000 hectares (20 square
kilometers) to bring poaching under control.
To monitor global changes in biodiversity and to reduce poaching, we may need hundreds of
thousands of trackers worldwide.
Over the last thirty years indigenous tracking skills in southern Africa have been lost at an
alarming rate. About 90% of the Kalahari San Master Trackers have passed away, their
knowledge and skills irretrievably lost. Meanwhile, the younger generations lacked incentive to
become expert trackers. Among hunter-gathers, bow-and-arrow and persistence hunting have
been abandoned as the use of dogs and horses were introduced. This has resulted in a decline in
tracking skills.
At a time when indigenous tracking skills are being lost, we require many thousands of certified
trackers to monitor changes in the environment due to climate change, pollution and habitat
destruction. Therefore, he have re-assessed our priorities for tracker certification and looked at
how we can accelerate the growth in the number of qualified trackers, without compromising our
standards. Over the last 20 years we have issued about 5000 certificates worldwide. To scale up
from less than 5000 qualified trackers over the first 20 years to more than 100 000 trackers in the
next 20 years, we need to introduce a learning process that will result in a rapid increase in the
number of qualified trackers.
We now have a strong core of Senior Trackers and Evaluators in Southern Africa, which allows
us to introduce a new Phase with new levels of certificates that will stimulate interest in tracking
without compromising standards. This is a social experiment of sorts, in which we are attempting
to increase the number of people engaged in learning tracking, as well as the speed with which
they learn. If successful, we will apply it more broadly beyond Southern Africa.
Our “gold standard” certificates are the Professional Tracker, Senior Tracker and Master
Tracker. These are the certificates that should maintain a consistent and exceptionally high
standard in order to develop tracking into a modern profession.
In order to stimulate the growth of the tracker community, we need to introduce new tracker
certificates where the emphasis will be on an informal learning process. With this in mind,
CyberTracker is launching a new certificate system in Southern Africa, further described below.

Critical Discussion, Peer Review and Scientific Reasoning
This new principle and protocol will help to accelerate the learning process while developing
rigorous scientific reasoning.
The process of critical discussion observed among indigenous Kalahari San trackers represent
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scientific reasoning and peer review at its most basic level. It is therefore a valuable way to teach
evidence based scientific reasoning at its most basic level.
Critical discussion brings out evidence that some of the participants may not have noticed.
Participants may change their minds (when they made a mistake) based on new evidence that
they did not see on their own. Critical discussion and scientific reasoning is therefore a selfcorrecting process.
This step will introduce the element of creative playfulness, critical discussion, peer review and
scientific reasoning into evaluations, as a learning process, without compromising standards. It
will also encourage open discussion and transparency, which is essential in scientific reasoning.

Outline of the CyberTracker Tracker Certificates
Certificates fall into five categories for tracking animals and humans. The certificates will be
introduced in three Phases (see below). The full suite of certificates is currently only offered in
Southern Africa:
1. Learner Certificates: Junior and Adventure Trackers. An informal, playful Learning
Process
2. Primary Certificates: Follow the formal Evaluation Process, but not consistent
Standards
3. Secondary Certificates: Maintaining Consistent Evaluation Standards
4. Tertiary Certificates: The Highest Standards of Excellence
5. Master Tracker: Recognition of Indigenous Knowledge, New Knowledge, Mentoring
and the Development of the tracker community
The objective of the Junior Tracker Certificates is to stimulate interest in tracking among
children aged 7 to 11. The focus is on an informal Learning Process with emphasis on
playfulness, curiosity, peer review, exploration and scientific reasoning.
The objective of the Adventure Tracker Certificates is to stimulate interest in tracking among
young people aged 12 to18. The focus is on an informal Learning Process with emphasis on
playfulness, curiosity, peer review, exploration and scientific reasoning.
The objective of the Primary Tracker Certificates is to stimulate the growth of tracker
evaluations, as a training tool and a rapid assessment method, following the formal Evaluation
Process; we acknowledge that at this level, standards may be inconsistent. The emphasis is on
critical discussion, peer review and scientific reasoning.
The objectives of the Secondary Tracker Certificates are to maintain consistent Evaluation
Standards for Tracker Levels I, II, III and Professional Tracker. The emphasis is on critical
discussion, peer review, scientific reasoning and regular external evaluations to maintain
standards. These are the evaluation standards that have been and continue to be practiced
wherever CyberTracker is active around the globe.
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The objectives of the Tertiary Tracker Certificates are to maintain the highest Standards of
Excellence in tracker certification and to develop trackers of extremely high quality. These
include the Track & Sign Specialist, Trailing Specialist, Senior Tracker, Evaluator and External
Evaluator. The emphasis is on critical discussion, peer review, scientific reasoning and
mandatory external evaluation to maintain standards.
The objectives of the Master Tracker Certificate are to give recognition to indigenous
knowledge, the pursuit of new knowledge in the art of tracking, mentoring of Senior Trackers and
future Master Trackers, and the development of the tracker community.

Three-Phase Introduction of the CyberTracker Tracker Certificates
The five categories of certificates will be introduced in three phases:
Phase 1: Primary Certificates




New regions without qualified CyberTracker Evaluators available.
Financial resources insufficient to obtain the services of qualified CyberTracker
Evaluators from established regions.
When the required standards are achieved, the region may be upgraded from Phase 1 to
Phase 2.

Phase 2: Secondary and Tertiary Certificates




Enough qualified CyberTracker Evaluators present in region to meet the demand for
tracker certificates.
If qualified CyberTracker Evaluators are not present in region, financial resources
sufficient to obtain the services of qualified CyberTracker Evaluators to meet the demand
for tracker certificates.
When there is a sufficient number of qualified CyberTracker Evaluators, Senior Trackers
and Master Trackers to maintain the highest standards, and the growth in the demand for
tracker certificates is sufficient, a region may upgrade from Phase 2 to Phase 3.

Phase 3: Learner, Primary, Secondary, Tertiary and Master Tracker Certificates






As the number of qualified trackers grows and more and more people become familiar
with the process, a region may reach a point where the demand for qualified trackers may
grow at a logarithmic rate. When this happens the available qualified CyberTracker
Evaluators may not be able to meet the increasing demand.
In addition to natural logarithmic growth rates, changing circumstances may also result in
growing demand, such as the rhino and elephant poaching crisis in Africa.
To accelerate the growth in the number of trackers, the Learner and Primary certificates
may be introduced as learning and rapid assessment tools.
To ensure that the highest standards are maintained, a region must have a sufficient
number of Senior Trackers, Evaluators and Master Trackers, before allowing a rapid
growth rate with the Learner and Primary certificates.
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Certificate Designs
A clear distinction among the certificates is indicated by the two CyberTracker logos, different
fonts and different animals. The round CyberTracker logo is used for certificates that follow the
Learning Process and Evaluation Process, but need not maintain consistent Standards.

The new Junior, Adventure and Primary certificates uses more playful fonts (Junior the most
playful, becoming less playful for Adventure and Primary). The Levels for Junior, Adventure
and Primary are in brackets, such as Tracker (I), Tracker (II) and Tracker (III) to symbolise two
hands holding the numbers - that these are “our own standards.” Primary certificates do not
include Professional Tracker - they simply issue Level (III) for 100%.

The traditional CyberTracker logo is used for the Secondary, Tertiary and Master Tracker
certificates that maintain Consistent Standards.
To maintain continuity the Secondary certificates uses the same font and design as the previous
certificates (but with a border). The Tertiary certificates (Senior and Specialist) and Master
Tracker certificates use the Old English font to give it a more respectable design – symbolising
that it represents the oldest science and using a font that is associated with the highest levels of
excellence. The levels for Secondary certificates are not in brackets.
Certificates for tracking animals (with animal emblems) are also distinguished from certificates
for tracking humans (shoe and boot prints).
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Specifications of the CyberTracker Tracker Certificates
Certificates are issued for tracking animals (with animal emblems) and tracking humans
(indicated by shoe and boot prints).

Learner Tracker Certificates
The Learner Tracker Certificates consists of the Junior Tracker Certificates for children aged 7 to
11 and Adventure Tracker Certificates for young people aged 12 to 18.

Junior Tracker Certificates
Objective: To stimulate interest in tracking among children aged 7 to 11.
Standards: There are no fixed standards for how difficult the tracks are, but the Learning
Process must include individual answers, consensus discussion and the Evaluator must be able to
confirm and explain the correct answer. This is an open-book evaluation. The focus is on an
informal Learning Process, with emphasis on playfulness, curiosity, peer review, exploration
and scientific reasoning. Note that the “Child as Scientist” theory in cognitive psychology holds
that children are intuitively able to engage in scientific reasoning when they learn about their
environment. The evaluation will consist of 10 simple questions – for younger children the tracks
may be very simple, for older children the tracks may be slightly more complex. The Evaluator
will apply simple right/wrong scoring and award certificates as follows: Level (I) for 5 to 6
correct; Level (II) for 7 to 8 correct; Level (III) for 9 - 10 correct.
Evaluators: The Evaluator must have a Secondary Track & Sign Professional certificate. Even
though no fixed standards are required for how complex the tracks are, the Evaluator must have
enough experience to understand how to guide the Learning Process and ensure that the final
answers are in fact correct.

Adventure Tracker Certificates
Objective: To stimulate interest in tracking among young people aged 12 to 18.
Standards: There are no fixed standards for how difficult the tracks are, but the Learning
Process must include individual answers, consensus discussion and the Evaluator must be able to
confirm and explain the correct answer. This is an open-book evaluation. The focus is on an
informal Learning Process with emphasis on playfulness, curiosity, peer review, exploration and
scientific reasoning. The evaluation will consist of 10 to 20 simple to moderately complex
questions – for tourists visiting a few days the tracks may be very easy, for adventure students
visiting an area for more than a week, the tracks may be more challenging. The Evaluator will
apply simple right/wrong scoring. Level (I): 50% - 69% correct; Level (II): 70% - 89% correct;
Level (III): 90% - 100% correct.
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Evaluators: The Evaluator must have a Secondary Track & Sign Professional certificate. Even
though no fixed standards are required for how complex the tracks are, the Evaluator must have
enough experience to understand how to guide the Learning Process.

Primary Tracker Certificates
Objectives: The Primary Tracker Certificates is essentially a training tool and a rapid
assessment method, following the formal Evaluation Process, but with potentially inconsistent
standards.
Primary Tracker Certificates will be used: (1) To introduce tracker certification into new
areas where there are not enough Senior Tracker Evaluators available to maintain or set up
consistent standards. (2) As a rapid assessment tool to identify the best trackers within a
community when it is not possible to provide all participants with the standard Secondary
Certification. The best trackers can then be given the standard assessment. (3) To offer 1-day
evaluations of 20 to 30 questions as an introduction to the system to engage more people, and to
grow our network to new audiences. (4) No Primary Certificates in already established
Secondary and Tertiary areas. Primary Certification is assigned to new areas and indigenous
communities starting their own certification.
Standards: Primary CyberTracker Certificates will be awarded following the formal Evaluation
Process, but not the consistent standards, set by Louis Liebenberg and CyberTracker
Conservation. Emphasis on critical discussion, peer review and scientific reasoning. As long as
the Primary Certificate evaluations follow the prescribed protocols and process, they should
eventually reach the same standards as the Secondary Certificates. From time to time, depending
on progress and available financial resources, a certified CyberTracker External Evaluator may
assess progress made. When the evaluator who initiated the process is awarded a Track & Sign
Specialist Evaluator certificate, or a Senior Tracker Evaluator certificate, he or she can be
officially upgraded to issue Secondary Certificates.
Evaluators: (1) Evaluator must be a Professional Tracker or Track & Sign Professional and
offer 30 to 50 questions. (2) Senior or Track & Sign Specialist Evaluator may offer 1-day
introductory evaluation or rapid assessment of 20 to 30 questions.
Certificates awarded:
Tracker Level (I), Track & Sign (I), Trailing (I)
Tracker Level (II), Track & Sign (II), Trailing (II)
Tracker Level (III), Track & Sign (III), Trailing (III)
The Professional Tracker Certificate will not be awarded for the Primary certificate category:
Tracker (III) with 100%
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Secondary Tracker Certificates
This is the current Standard for CyberTracker Evaluations around the globe
Objective: To maintain consistent standards for Tracker Levels I, II, III and Professional
Tracker.
Standards: Secondary CyberTracker Certificates are awarded following the formal Evaluation
Standards set by Louis Liebenberg and CyberTracker Conservation. Emphasis on critical
discussion, peer review, scientific reasoning and regular external evaluations to maintain
standards. 50 scoring Track & Sign questions.
Evaluators: Evaluators are; 1) certified Senior Trackers, Track & Sign Specialists or Trailing
Specialist 2) certified Evaluators by CyberTracker, and 3) have received extensive training in
CyberTacker Evaluation Standards.
Certificates awarded:
Tracker Level I, Track & Sign I, Trailing I
Tracker Level II, Track & Sign II, Trailing II
Tracker Level III, Track & Sign III, Trailing III
Professional Tracker, Track & Sign Professional, Trailing Professional, Primary Certificate
Evaluator, and Assistant Evaluator

Tertiary Tracker Certificates
Offered around the globe, they represent CyberTracker’s highest certifications and honors
Objective: To maintain the highest standards of excellence in tracker certification and to
develop trackers of extremely high quality.
Standards: Tertiary CyberTracker Certificates are awarded following the formal Evaluation
Standards set by Louis Liebenberg and CyberTracker Conservation. Emphasis on critical
discussion, peer review, scientific reasoning and external evaluation to maintain standards. 50
Track & Sign questions plus 7 Bonus points.
Evaluators: Requires an Evaluator, as described above, and External Evaluator, an individual
who holds a Senior Tracker Certificate and who has been certified by CyberTracker to work to
maintain standards across ecosystems.
Certificates awarded:
Senior Tracker, Track & Sign Specialist, Trailing Specialist
Initial Evaluator for New Region, External Evaluator, Multi Landscape Evaluator, Single
Landscape Evaluator
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Master Tracker
Objective: To award recognition to individuals who practice indigenous knowledge, the pursuit
of new knowledge in the art of tracking, mentoring of Senior Trackers and future Master
Trackers, and the development of the tracker community.
Honorary Certificates are issued by the CyberTracker Certification Standards Committee

Modules
The Tracker Certification consists of four parallel sets of modules for tracking animals and
humans for Track & Sign Interpretation and Trailing.
Tracker Level I require both Track & Sign Level I and Trailing Level I.
Tracker Level II requires both Track & Sign Level II and Trailing Level II.
Tracker Level III requires both Track & Sign Level III and Trailing Level III.
Professional Tracker requires both Track & Sign Professional and Trailing Professional.
For example, if the candidate has Track & Sign Level III and Trailing Level I, he or she would
qualify for Tracker Level I.
In the Tertiary Evaluations Senior Tracker requires both Track & Sign Specialist and Trailing
Specialist.
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Track & Sign Interpretation Evaluation
Spoor ratings
Points are allocated to a question depending upon whether the spoor falls in Category A, B, or C
(Column A, B, & C) of the “Guidelines for Spoor Ratings.” Evaluators must always have the
“Guidelines” with them when conducting an evaluation. It is also important to understand the
implication of having confusing species in the same area. For example a clear spotted hyena
track in the Lowveld is a one-pointer, and a brown hyena in the same area is a three-pointer. It
will be the opposite in the Waterberg where there are more brown hyenas than spotted hyenas.
The spotted hyena would be a two-pointer in Madikwe since you get both species in that area.
The rating should not be affected by what the evaluator think the participants should or should
not know. The rating must be linked to the sign left by the animal and not to the people involved.
If all participants answer a question incorrectly, it does not necessarily indicate that it was rated
too low. The evaluations assess skills, and award certificates based upon consistent standards.
Evaluators must make sure they use the latest version of the “Guidelines for Spoor Ratings” as
published on the CyberTracker website. If any changes are made to the “Guidelines” or any other
component on the website, all the evaluators will be notified of that change via email (in pdf
document) and they will need to confirm receipt.
The “Guidelines” will be reviewed every 3 years, to assess the current state of knowledge,
inclusive of new resources. When a new guide to tracks and signs is published, the CyberTracker
Evaluation Standards Committee will peer review the book.
Definitions of Points Awarded for Spoor
In the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation the points scored for specific tracks are defined as
1-Point, 2-Point, 3-Point, Bonus Point spoor, or spoor that is Not Allowed. These depend on the
species, condition of the track and/or the context.
For each species, the points awarded are defined according to the following Categories, as listed
in Appendix A: Guidelines for Spoor Ratings.
Category A: Clear, complete, typical, zero similar species:
The margins of the sign are clear and distinct and the track or other sign is complete in its typical
form. The sign is typical in every way: It is not exceptionally small (e.g. young animal), it is not
abnormally large, and toes and claws that usually do not show have not marked in the track.
There are no similar signs of other species that could easily be confused with the question
present in the area.
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Category B: Unclear, incomplete, typical, (and/or) similar species:
A Category A track or other sign but with margins unclear or indistinct. Or the sign is slightly
incomplete in its typical form. The sign is still typical in every way - It is not exceptionally small
(e.g. young animal), it is not abnormally large, and toes and claws that usually do not show have
not marked in the track. There are no similar species present in the area with which it can be
confused.
Or it is a clear track or other sign that is similar and could be confused with that of a single other
species. However, if there are similar species the signs are distinctive (for example black vs
white rhino dung in South Africa, or Northern raccoon vs Northern river otter tracks in the
United States).
Category C: Obscure, partial, atypical, (and/or) similar species:
A Category A track or other sign that is very unclear and indistinct, or severely incomplete, yet
still distinguishable (e.g., badger claw marks on hard substrate). The margins of the sign are
obscure and indistinct and/or the sign is mostly incomplete and/or the sign is not in its typical
form and/or there are similar species in the area with which it could be confused.
A Category B track or other sign but the margins are unclear and indistinct. Or the sign is
slightly incomplete in its typical form. The sign is still typical in every way - It is not
exceptionally small (e.g. young animal), it is not abnormally large, and toes and claws that
usually do not show have not marked in the track. There are no similar species present in the area
with which it can be confused.
A clear and distinct track or other sign from a small animal (chipmunk or smaller in the United
States), a rare species in an area, or a species poorly covered in tracking resources. Or it is a track
or sign that is similar and could be confused with that of 2 or more species (tracks of fisher vs
Northern raccoon vs Northern river otter tracks in parts of the United States). It is in its typical
form. The sign is typical in every way: It is not exceptionally small (e.g. young animal), it is not
abnormally large, and toes and claws that usually do not show have not marked in the track.
To evaluate human tracks & signs the evaluator may create a demarcated area where a variety of
human tracks and signs are created by the evaluator.
Up to 50 different 1-point, 2-point and 3-point human signs may include: Human behaviour,
including walk, run, jump, sit, lie, etc. Implements, including rifle butts, water bottle, bag, knife,
panga, etc. Human waste, including cigarette butts, wrapping papers, tins, food waste, etc. Shoe
and boot types with different sole patterns, including imperfections and identification marks due
to wear and tear (Note: Guidelines for Spoor Ratings for Human Tracks & Signs have not yet
been formalized).
For Primary and Secondary evaluation 1-point, 2-point and 3-point human signs must include
signs on soft and hard ground where signs are clear (1-point) as well as sparse, and/or fractions
of human signs that are difficult to interpret (3-point).
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Bonus Point Question (B): Very obscure, partial or fractional spoor, atypical, similar
species, (and/or) unknown species:
Over and above the Bonus Points (B) defined under the above Categories, Bonus Points are also
defined as: The margins of the sign are very obscure and indistinct and/or the sign is mostly
incomplete or only a fraction of the sign is visible and/or the sign is not in its typical form and/or
there are similar species and/or unknown species in the area with which it could be confused. Or
a Category C track or other sign, that is obscured or partly incomplete. It might also be spoor
indicating behaviour that requires highly specialized knowledge to interpret.
Bonus Points are only used in Track & Specialist evaluations, since they require agreement by
both the Evaluator and External Evaluator.
Bonus questions are also used to introduce and teach new material to the tracking community.
For example, as new resources become available that help differentiate between two signs that
were previously lumped together in evaluations.
In summary, a 1-Point spoor is spoor of medium to large species that are clearly defined and
therefore unmistakable. 2-Point spoor includes spoor of small species, such as mongoose species,
that are clearly defined and spoor of medium to large species that are partially obliterated or
indistinct due to soft sand or hard substrate. 2-Point spoor requires an ability to interpret the way
the spoor was formed in difficult substrate and are therefore not easy to identify. 3-Point spoor
includes fractions of footprints and very indistinct spoor that requires considerable experience to
identify, or that of a very rare animal in the area.
Bonus Point Questions and Spoor Not Allowed
Spoor interpretation can be infinitely complex – it is possible to find spoor that even the best
trackers may not be able to interpret correctly. It is up to the Evaluator’s judgment, based upon
training and experience, as to what constitutes an unreasonable question.
Awarding of Points and Scoring for Track & Sign Evaluations
In the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation the candidate is awarded one positive point () for
correct interpretation of a 1-Point spoor, or three negative points () for a mistake on a 1Point spoor. Two positive points () are awarded for correct interpretation of a 2-Point spoor,
or two negative points () for a mistake on 2-Point spoor. Three positive points () are
awarded for correct interpretation of a 3-Point spoor, or one negative point () for a mistake on a
3-Point spoor.
The total number of correct positive points () are divided by the sum of all the correct positive
points () and the incorrect negative points (). The final score for each participant is expressed
as a percentage.
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Primary and Secondary Track & Sign Evaluation
20% of spoor tested may be 1-Point spoor and 20% may be 3-Point spoor. The first ten 1-Point
scoring spoors, thirty 2-Point scoring spoors, and ten 3-Point scoring spoors will count, (ratio of
10:30:10 for 50 questions), and percentage should be rounded off to the nearest 0,1 (one tenth of
a percentage point). Nevertheless, we admit that variation in the proportion of questions in these
3 categories may vary with venue and local animal diversity.
Some of the best trackers often get the very first question wrong due to nervousness, which is not
a reflection on their knowledge. To give trackers the opportunity to gain confidence, the first
three questions will not be scored. 50 questions will then follow.
Track & Sign I Certificate
The Track & Sign I candidate must be able to interpret the spoor of small to large animals and
must have a fair knowledge of animal behaviour. To qualify for the Track & Sign I certificate the
candidate must obtain 70% for the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation of 50 signs.
Track & Sign II Certificate
The Track & Sign II candidate must be able to interpret the spoor of small to large animals and
must have a good knowledge of animal behaviour. To qualify for the Track & Sign II certificate
the candidate must obtain 80% for the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation of 50 signs.
Track & Sign III Certificate
The Track & Sign III candidate must be able to interpret the spoor of small to large animals and
must have a very good knowledge of animal behaviour. To qualify for the Track & Sign III
certificate the candidate must obtain 90% for the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation of 50
signs.
Track & Sign Professional Certificate
The Track & Sign Professional candidate must be able to interpret the spoor of small to large
animals and must have an excellent knowledge of animal behaviour. To qualify for the Track &
Sign Professional certificate the candidate must obtain 100% for the Track & Sign Interpretation
evaluation of 50 signs. A Track & Sign Professional certificate qualifies a candidate to attend a
Track & Sign Specialist Evaluation.
Tertiary Track & Sign Specialist Evaluation
In the Track & Sign Specialist evaluation the candidate is awarded three positive points ()
for correct interpretation of 3-Point spoor, or one negative point () for a mistake on 3-Point
spoor. No penalty is deducted for an incorrect answer on a Bonus Point (B) question, but three
correctly answered Bonus Point spoor will cancel the penalty of one incorrect 3-Point spoor.
Fifty questions will be asked, of which up to 5 questions can be 2-point spoor. Our goal,
however, is to ask 50 3-Point spoor, . No 1-Point spoor will be asked. In addition to this, seven
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Bonus Point spoor will be asked. Three Bonus Point spoors can cancel an incorrect 3-Point
spoor, making allowance for up to two 3-Point mistakes.
To evaluate human tracks & signs the evaluator may create a demarcated area where a variety of
human tracks and signs are created by the evaluator.
Up to 50 different 3-point human signs may include: Human behaviour, including walk, run,
jump, sit, lie, etc.; Implements, including rifle butts, water bottle, bag, knife, panga, etc.; Human
waste, including cigarette butts, wrapping papers, tins, food waste, etc.; Shoe and boot types with
different sole patterns, including imperfections and identification marks due to wear and tear
(Note: Guidelines for Spoor Ratings for Human Tracks & Signs have not yet been formalized).
For the Tertiary Specialist level an individual should be identified not only by imperfections and
identification marks due to wear and tear, but also by the individual’s manner of walking.
For Tertiary evaluation 3-point human signs and 7 Bonus Point Questions must include signs on
hard ground and thick vegetation where signs are sparse, and/or fractions of human signs that are
difficult and/or extremely difficult to interpret.
Some of the best trackers often get the very first question wrong due to nervousness, which is not
a reflection on their knowledge. To give trackers the opportunity to gain confidence, the first
three questions are not included in the evaluation.
The Tertiary Track & Sign Specialist Evaluation must be conducted by an Evaluator and an
External Evaluator who are familiar with the evaluation standards.
Track & Sign Specialist Certificate
The Track & Sign Specialist must be able to interpret the spoor of humans and/or all animals,
including small species, and be able to distinguish the spoor of male and female animals for
larger species. He or she must have a very good knowledge of animal behaviour. He or she must
be able to make hypothetical-deductive interpretations of spoor. The Track & Sign Specialist
must obtain 100% for the Track & Sign Specialist evaluation for at least 50 3-Point signs. The
Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation for Track & Sign Specialist should not only be more
rigorous, but also put greater emphasis on interpretation of animal behaviour from tracks and
signs. The Track & Sign Specialist may also be asked to answer questions about animal
behaviour, which will focus on his or her depth of knowledge. It is not possible to test the full
extent of a tracker's knowledge, but indications of very specialised knowledge imply that the
tracker has developed a depth of expertise. The candidate shall most likely not achieve this level
without at least five years’ experience in the field, which in itself implies that the tracker
probably has accumulated a fairly broad range of expertise.

Trailing Evaluation
The Trailing evaluation is done in varying terrain on a human spoor or an animal such as a
hoofed animal, rhino or lion. Varying terrain includes areas of hard substrate or dense vegetation
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where tracks may often not be visible for at least ten meters and sometimes for up to 50 meters
or more. The minimum duration of a trail for evaluation purposes is 30 minutes, but for higher
skills more time is needed to test under different trailing conditions. Five aspects are evaluated.
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(1) Spoor recognition is the ability of the tracker to recognise and follow spoor at a reasonably
good rate. Indicators may include:






Not looking down in front of feet, but looking for signs 5 to 10 metres ahead.
Moving at a steady rate, not in stop-start manner.
Recognising signs in grass or hard substrate.
Recognising when there are no signs when no longer on trail.
Ability to recognise signs after losing spoor.

(2) Spoor anticipation is the ability of the tracker to anticipate where the human or animal was
going and therefore where he or she will find the spoor further ahead. Indicators may include:






Looking well ahead, reading the terrain to look for most probably route.
Interpret behaviour from tracks.
Using knowledge of terrain (water, dongas, clearings) to predict movements of animal.
Not over cautious (too slow), but not too confident (too fast).
Anticipate where to find tracks after losing spoor.

(3) Anticipation of dangerous situations is the ability of the tracker to read the terrain and be
able to anticipate situations that may be dangerous. Indicators may include:






Awareness of wind direction.
Knowledge of behaviour, e.g. animals resting at mid-day.
Animal behaviour indicating danger.
Avoid danger be leaving the spoor and picking up the spoor further ahead.
Determine the position of dangerous animals without putting him/herself at risk.

(4) Alertness is the ability of the tracker to spot human or animals before the animals spot him or
her. Indicators may include:






Looking well ahead for signs of danger.
Stop to listen when necessary.
Warning signs, alarm calls and smells.
Signs of other animals.
Seeing the human or animal before it sees the tracker.

(5) Stealth is the ability to approach human or animals without being detected by the animals,
nor being a disturbance in the bush. Indicators may include:






Minimise noise levels (walking, talking vs. hand signals, etc.).
Low impact on other animals.
Use of cover to approach animal and exit route.
Appropriate proximity to animal (close enough to observe, but not too close).
Animal unaware of tracker.
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In each of these aspects the tracker will be given points from 0 to 10: Not Yet Competent (0 - 6
points); Fair (7 points); Good (8 points); Very Good (9 points); Excellent (10 points). The total
number of points scored would be expressed as a percentage for Trailing. Depending on
circumstances, some indicators may not be applicable (N/A). The total score would be divided
by the number of aspects scored multiplied by 10 to obtain a percentage.
To obtain realistic scores points are deducted for mistakes, rather than ‘giving’ points for level of
skill. Points deducted would give the candidate an indication of how to improve his or her
tracking skills.
If the tracker struggles to get started due to nervousness, the first five minutes will not be used to
penalize the tracker.
The Secondary Trailing Evaluation must be conducted by an Evaluator, or by an External
Evaluator, or by a Senior Tracker/Trailing Specialist and Assistant Evaluator team, who are
familiar with the evaluation standards.
Trailing I Certificate
The Trailing I candidate must be a fair systematic tracker and be able to track humans or large
animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of spoor. To qualify for the Trailing I
certificate the candidate must obtain 70% for the Trailing of a human or large mammal spoor.
Trailing II Certificate
The Trailing II candidate must be a good systematic tracker and be able to track humans or large
animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of spoor. To qualify for the Trailing
II certificate the candidate must obtain 80% for the Trailing of a human or large mammal spoor.
Trailing III Certificate
The Trailing III candidate must be a good systematic tracker and be able to track humans or
medium or large animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of spoor. To qualify
for the Trailing III certificate the candidate must obtain 90% for the Trailing of a human or
medium or large mammal spoor.
Trailing Professional Certificate
The Trailing Professional candidate must be a good systematic tracker and be able to track
humans or medium or large animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of spoor.
To qualify for the Trailing Professional certificate the candidate must obtain 100% for the
Trailing of a human or medium or large mammal spoor. A Trailing Professional certificate
qualifies a candidate to attend a Trailing Specialist Evaluation.
The number of persons evaluated at one time must be limited to four maximum, with two
working the trail at a time. Depending on the venue, it may not always be possible to find the
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animal. To be awarded the Trailing Professional certificate the candidate must find the animal,
even if it takes several assessments to complete the evaluation. A venue must be selected where
it is possible to find the animal on at least one assessment, even if the candidate did not find the
animal on the final assessment. Alternatively, the participant must have found an animal on a
previous trailing evaluation at another venue and should have scored 100% on that component
while being evaluated by the same evaluator.
Primary and Secondary Trailing of Humans
Primary and Secondary evaluation for trailing of humans will involve tracking not more than two
or three humans wearing shoes and/or boots with footwear patterns on reasonably soft terrain,
with some hard ground where the trail may be lost. Basic anti-tracking methods, including
changing direction and/or unpredictable movements may be used in laying out the trail.
Specific venues that are suitable for Primary and Secondary Trailing of humans should be
selected to maintain consistent standards.
The Evaluator should not lay the trail, so that he or she will have a better understanding of how
easy or difficult the trail is (if the Evaluator lays the trail, and therefore knows where the trail is
going, it may be difficult to know objectively how difficult it is for the candidate). The people
who lay the trail should hide in an ambush position until they are found.
Primary and Secondary level Trackers should not be taught advanced anti-tracking methods. To
minimize the risk that poachers will learn to apply advanced anti-tracking methods, these
methods should not be shared too widely.
Tertiary Trailing Specialist Evaluation
The Trailing Specialist evaluation is done in varying terrain on a human and/or an animal that is
difficult to follow, such as leopard, African lion, or American black bear. The same five aspects
are evaluated as for the Secondary Evaluations.
If the tracker struggles to get started due to nervousness, the first five minutes will not be used to
penalize the tracker.
A maximum of four people are allowed on the trail, including two candidates, the Evaluator and
the External Evaluator. No observers are allowed, since this may disturb the candidate and/or
animals.
The evaluation is conducted over a time period of up to two days for two candidates, but not less
than one day for two candidates. During this period the candidate may be assessed on several
trails representing several different species. The allocated time period will depend on the terrain,
availability of trails due to animal density and weather conditions.
In an ideal evaluation, the animal must be found in the final assessment. Evaluators need to make
an effort to select suitable venues where it is possible to find the animal. This, however, is not
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always possible and evaluators will need to have seen participants approach an animal at a
previous evaluation to award the highest level of certificates.
The Tertiary Trailing Specialist Evaluation must be conducted by an Evaluator and an External
Evaluator who are familiar with the evaluation standards.
Tertiary Specialist Trailing of Humans
Tertiary Specialist evaluation for trailing of humans will involve tracking not more than one
human wearing shoes and/or boots with soft, smooth soles that do not leave a distinctive
footwear pattern, on medium to hard ground where the trail may be lost. Advanced anti-tracking
methods, including changing direction and/or unpredictable movements as well as advanced antitracking methods (that should not be published) may be used in laying out the trail.
Specific venues that are suitable for Specialist Trailing of humans should be selected to maintain
consistent standards.
The Evaluator should not lay the trail, so that he or she will have a better understanding of how
easy or difficult the trail is (if the Evaluator lays the trail, and therefore knows where the trail is
going, it may be difficult to know objectively how difficult it is for the candidate). The person
who lays the trail should hide in an ambush position until found.
Only approved Senior Trackers and Master Trackers should be taught advanced anti-tracking
methods. To minimize the risk that poachers will learn to apply advanced anti-tracking methods,
these methods should not be shared too widely.
Trailing Specialist Certificate
The Trailing Specialist must be a good Speculative Tracker. This includes the ability to predict
where spoor will be found beyond the immediate area, i.e. beyond the range of Spoor
anticipation in the immediate vicinity ahead of the tracker. He or she must be good at judging the
age of spoor and must be able to detect signs of stress or the location of carcasses from spoor.
The Trailing Specialist must obtain 100% for the Trailing of a difficult human or animal spoor
(such as a leopard or a lion spoor). The Trailing Specialist must also pass an oral test on animal
behaviour, which will focus on his or her depth of knowledge. It is not possible to test the full
extent of a tracker's knowledge, but indications of highly specialised knowledge imply that the
tracker has developed a depth of expertise. The candidate will most likely not achieve this level
without at least five years’ experience in the field, which in itself implies that the tracker
probably has accumulated a fairly broad range of expertise.

Tracker Certificates
Tracker I Certificate
The Tracker I must be able to interpret the spoor of humans or small to large animals and must
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have a fair knowledge of animal behaviour. He or she must be a fair systematic tracker and be
able to track humans or large mammals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of
spoor. The Tracker I will be qualified to be employed in ecotourism and anti-poaching. To
qualify for the Tracker I certificate the candidate must obtain 70% for the Track & Sign
Interpretation evaluation of 50 signs and at least 70% for the Trailing of a human or a large
mammal spoor. The candidate will most likely not achieve this level without at least one year
experience in the field.
Tracker II Certificate
The Tracker II must be able to interpret the spoor of humans or small to large animals and must
have a fair knowledge of animal behaviour. He or she must be able to make empirical inductivedeductive interpretation of spoor and be a good systematic tracker. He or she must be able to
track large animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of spoor. The Tracker will
be qualified to be employed in ecotourism and anti-poaching. To qualify for the Tracker el II
certificate the candidate must obtain 80% for the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation of 50
signs and at least 80% for the Trailing of a large animal that is not easy to follow. The candidate
will most likely not achieve this level without at least two years’ experience in the field.
Tracker III Certificate
The Tracker III must be able to interpret the spoor of humans or small to large animals and must
have a fair knowledge of animal behaviour. He or she must be able to make empirical inductivedeductive interpretation of spoor and be a good systematic tracker. He or she must be able to
track medium to large animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of spoor. The
Tracker will be qualified to be employed in ecotourism, ecological research, and anti-poaching.
To qualify for the Tracker III certificate the candidate must obtain 90% for the Track & Sign
Interpretation evaluation of 50 signs and at least 90% for the Trailing of a medium to large
animal that is not easy to follow. The candidate will most likely not achieve this level without at
least three years’ experience in the field.
Professional Tracker Certificate
The Professional Tracker must be able to interpret the spoor of humans or small to large animals
and must have a fair knowledge of animal behaviour. He or she must be able to make empirical
inductive-deductive interpretation of spoor and be a good systematic tracker. He or she must be
able to track medium to large animals. He or she must have a fair ability to judge the age of
spoor. The Professional Tracker will be qualified to be employed in eco-tourism, ecological
research, and anti-poaching. To qualify for the Professional Tracker certificate the candidate
must obtain 100% for the Track & Sign Interpretation evaluation of 50 signs and at least 100%
for the Trailing of a medium to large animal that is not easy to follow. The candidate will most
likely not achieve this level without at least four years’ experience in the field. A Professional
Tracker certificate qualifies a candidate to attend a Senior Tracker Evaluation.
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The Senior Tracker
The Senior Tracker certificate is the highest certificate that can be earned by means of a practical
evaluation. The qualities that define the Senior Tracker are well-defined and can be tested. The
Senior Tracker evaluation aims to test practical skills to the limit. Tracks and signs tested include
not only a wide range of species, but the individual tracks may be very subtle and difficult to
interpret. As a practical evaluation it places the candidate in a real-world situation that cannot be
tested in a class room on the basis of book work.
The evaluation is very rigorous, testing not only skill and knowledge, but also concentration,
which is important in tracking in difficult circumstances. Because so much is at stake with each
and every question, with little room for error, candidates often find it quite intimidating – some
literally shake with nerves. The psychological pressure, however, does show that those who pass
are able and ready to deal with the most difficult situations trackers can find themselves in.
Things do not always go according to plan. When you are tracking lion and something goes
wrong, the tracker needs to have the presence of mind to deal with the situation.
The Senior evaluation also offer the best trackers an opportunity to test and improve their skills
through peer review. When working in isolation it is difficult to get an objective measure of
whether or not your skills are improving. Interacting with other trackers, they engage in critical
debate. This critical interaction is vital in developing the higher levels of tracking.
Evaluators also benefit from interaction with those they evaluate, since they expose themselves
to criticism if they make mistakes. Since the evaluator works with a group of trackers, it
increases the chances that one of them will point out a mistake. Being tested helps you to keep
perspective and humility. Conducting tracker evaluations may well be the best way to improve
your tracking skills. Conducting Senior evaluations on a regular basis exposes the evaluator to
the best trackers, thereby improving and refining the skills of the evaluator as well.
Senior Tracker Certificate
The Senior Tracker must obtain 100% for the Track & Sign Specialist evaluation and for the
Trailing Specialist evaluation. The Senior Tracker must be able to interpret the spoor of humans
and/or all animals, including small species, and be able to distinguish the spoor of male and
female animals for larger species. He or she must have a very good knowledge of animal
behaviour. He or she must be able to make hypothetical-deductive interpretations of spoor and be
a good speculative tracker. He or she must be good at judging the age of spoor and must be able
to detect signs of stress or the location of carcasses from spoor.

CyberTracker Evaluators
Initial Evaluator
The original standards for the evaluation of trackers have been set by Louis Liebenberg based on
his research on animal tracks and sign of Southern Africa, and his research of the tracking skills
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of indigenous master trackers who collectively made an invaluable contribution to our
knowledge of tracking, including: The late !Nam!kabe Molote of Lone Tree, Botswana, !Namka
and /Xantsue of Bere, Botswana, /Dzau /Dzaku and Xa//nau of Groot Laagte, Botswana, Bahbah,
Jehjeh and Hewha, Ngwatle Pan, Botswana, Tso!oma, Ganamasi and Mutsabapu of Old Xade,
Central Kalahari, Botswana, !Nani //Kxao, Ghau ≠Oma and TsisabaDebe of the Nyae Nyae
Conservancy, Namibia, the late !Nate Brahman, Lone Tree, Botswana, the late /Ui /Ukxa, Nyae
Nyae Conservancy, Namibia, the late Dabe Dahm, Nyae Nyae Conservancy, Namibia, the late
/Kun //Xari, Nyae Nyae Conservancy, Namibia, the late Karel Kleinman (Vet Piet), Kalahari
Gemsbok National Park, South Africa, the late Dawid Bester, West Coast National Park, South
Africa, the late Wilson Masia, Thornybush Game Reserve, South Africa, Horekhwe (Karoha)
Langwane, Lone Tree, Botswana, Quashe (/Uase) Xhukwe, Lone Tree, Botswana, and
Nxjouklau Kashe, Bere, Botswana.
Louis serves as an External Evaluator, and is the author of: The Art of Tracking: The Origin of
Science (1990), A Field Guide to the Animal Tracks of Southern Africa (1990), Practical
Tracking: A Guide to Trailing (2010) and The Origin of Science: The Evolutionary Roots of
Scientific Reasoning and its Implications for Citizen Science (2013). He is an Associate of
Evolutionary Biology at Harvard University.
Certification Standards Committee
The CyberTracker Certification Standards Committee maintains the standards for the evaluation
and certification of trackers. The Certification Standards Committee may from time to time
revise the certification standards and criteria in order to refine and improve the evaluations. The
Certification Standards Committee is responsible for the nomination and appointment of new
Assistant Evaluators, Primary Certificate Evaluators, Single Landscape Evaluators, Multi
Landscape Evaluators and External Evaluators and Initial Evaluators. This will be done in
consultation with other Evaluators. The Certification Standards Committee may also appoint
Evaluators and/or External Evaluators to serve on the Certification Standards Committee.
The Certification Standards Committee has the responsibility and authority to suspend or revoke
an Evaluator’s appointment if:
1. The Evaluator did not conduct a minimum of three (3) evaluations in a three-year cycle with a
minimum of four candidates per evaluation on Track & Sign Interpretation and/or on Trailing
evaluations.
2. The Evaluator fails to update his/her understanding of revised evaluation criteria.
3. The Evaluator fails to maintain the standards set by the Certification Standards Committee.
4. The Evaluator undermines the standards set by the Certification Standards Committee.
5. The Evaluator brings the standards set by the Certification Standards Committee into
disrepute.
6. The Evaluator undermines CyberTracker and/or the CyberTracker Certification Standards
Committee.
7. The Evaluator brings CyberTracker and/or the CyberTracker Certification Standards
Committee into disrepute.
8. The Evaluator fails to maintain the Principle of Ethics.
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9. The Evaluator fails to maintain the Principle of External Evaluations.
10. The Evaluator fails to maintain the Principle of Good Practice.
11. The Evaluator fails to maintain the Principle of Peer Review.
12. The Evaluator fails to adhere to the Code of Conduct for Evaluators.
The Certification Standards Committee has the authority to revoke any CyberTracker certificate
issued if a tracker has been found guilty of a criminal offence or serious misconduct that brings
CyberTracker or the CyberTracker Certification Standards into disrepute.
Objective Reference
An essential part of the tracker evaluation process is the use of an accurate field guide(s) to
animal tracks and signs that provides an objective reference. The field guide serves to provide an
objective reference to demonstrate to the candidates that the interpretation of the evaluator is
correct. It also provides a reference to explain the details of tracks and signs to candidates. Field
guides used for evaluations must be approved by the Certification Standards Committee.
Tracking Landscapes
The species diversity or number of species in an area will vary from one area to another. The
composition of species or the amount of overlap with similar species in an area will also vary
from one area to another. Ratios between mammal-, bird-, reptile-, amphibian-, and invertebrate
species will vary from area to area. Animal numbers will vary from area to area. Tracks and sign
left by the same or similar species will vary from area to area. Variation in the landscape itself
(plants, climate, soils, slopes, altitude, geography, etc.) will also play a role in defining a specific
tracking landscape. A Tracking Landscape is therefore defined by the geology, topography, soil
types, vegetation types, animal species diversity, and animal density.
In terms of diversity in tracking evaluations, an emphasis is placed on the number of mammal
species and their relative abundances in an area. Birds play a lesser role and other animals the
least. An example of two different tracking landscapes with relatively high species diversity are
the Pacific Northwest, USA vs. Southern California deserts. Or in Africa, consider the Kalahari
Desert in Southern Africa vs. the Lowveld in eastern South Africa. In contrast, an example of
two Tracking landscapes with locally low biodiversity are large croplands managed for single
species production in Iowa farm country, or suburban/urban Washington DC. Neither would be
appropriate for diverse evaluations.
For the Primary and Secondary levels, a degree of flexibility in different tracking landscapes can
be allowed. For Specialist evaluations approved tracking venues should be identified in order to
maintain the required standards. Having a small number of approved specialist tracking venues
will help to standardize the specialist evaluation.
If a venue does not have sufficient diversity of species to issue Secondary or Tertiary certificates,
then Primary certificates must be issued or the evaluation should be moved.
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External Evaluator
The role of the External Evaluator is to ensure that consistent standards and fairness are
maintained in different areas and over time. This requires both an understanding of local tracking
conditions and how standards would translate to different tracking conditions in other areas.
The External Evaluator must be an experienced Senior Tracker and Evaluator, and must have a
solid understanding of the evaluation standards in different ecological areas and tracking
landscapes.
External Evaluators are appointed by the Certification Standards Committee as needed. The
individual must be nominated and evaluated by at least three External Evaluators (one or more
External Evaluator per evaluation), over five evaluations in at least two tracking landscapes.
Multi-landscape Evaluator
The Evaluator is appointed by the regional CyberTracker Standards Committee (for a country or
continent), or the Initial Evaluator for a new region. The potential Evaluator must hold a Track &
Sign Specialist-, Trailing Specialist-, or Senior Tracker Certificate, achieved in two distinct
Tracking Landscapes and must have a highly specialised knowledge of the local terrains.
Only a Senior Tracker Evaluator can conduct both Track & Sign Interpretation and Trailing
Evaluations. The holder of a Specialist certificate is only allowed to evaluate that specific field.
In general, an Evaluator establishes themselves as a Single-landscape Evaluator (described
below) before qualifying as a Multi-landscape Evaluator, but this is not always the case. A
Multi-landscape Evaluator is qualified to give evaluations across a large geographic range,
generally a country, or continent.
Single-landscape Evaluator
The Evaluator is appointed by the regional CyberTracker Standards Committee, or the Initial
Evaluator for the region. In bio-regions with high species diversity, the potential evaluator must
hold a Track & Sign Specialist-, Trailing Specialist-, or Senior Tracker Certificate, achieved in
that bio-region and they must have a highly specialised knowledge of the local terrain. An
individual who has the potential to become an evaluator must attend and assist on evaluations as
often as possible as part of their training in scoring, etc (no less than 5 evaluations); they must
attend evaluations with 3+ different evaluators in at least two different venues (though more is
better) in the tracking landscape in which they are interested in evaluating. The potential
evaluator does not have to pay for attending this training other than covering costs.
Once the evaluators are comfortable with the applicant’s abilities, the potential evaluator
arranges one secondary evaluation with no less than eight paying participants for track & sign
and/or four paying participants on trailing in attendance. These participants must represent the
demographics of the country. During this evaluation run by the potential evaluator, two External
Evaluators or one Initial Evaluator must observe the process and evaluate the potential evaluator.
If only one External Evaluator is present a second evaluation must be run in the same manner
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and observed by another External Evaluator. Both external evaluators must sign off on the
potential evaluator and that must be communicated to the Certification Standards Committee
who will then make the appointment if all agree.
Primary Certificate Evaluator
The appointment of a Primary Certificate Evaluator is at the discretion of the regional
CyberTracker Certification Standards Committee. A potential Primary Certificate Evaluator will
be identified by an External Evaluator who will make a recommendation to the CyberTracker
Evaluation Standards Committee.
This person should: Hold at least a CyberTracker Professional Certificate in the component that
will be developed; Have a good understanding of the evaluation process; Be able to develop, or
be in the process of developing accurate resources in the form of a field guide and/or photo
library, museum collection etc. of that region; Be recognized by fellow trackers in the region
and/or by CyberTracker; Show a commitment to the furthering of tracking skills; Be a person of
good integrity and good character.
Once approved by the CyberTracker Evaluation Standards Committee, a Primary Certificate
Evaluator certificate will be issued. Only Primary Level I, II and III certificates will be issued by
the Primary Certificate Evaluator. Evaluations should follow the Secondary Evaluation format.
Assistant Evaluator
If a Senior Tracker or Master Tracker cannot read or write, he or she may be assisted in
conducting an evaluation by an Assistant Evaluator. The Assistant Evaluator is appointed by The
Certification Standards Committee. To be appointed as an Assistant Evaluator the nominee must
hold a Track & Sign Professional-, Trailing Professional-, or Professional Tracker certificate,
with a minimum of three years’ experience as tracker, and must have successfully completed the
Evaluator’s training and evaluation in conjunction with the Senior- or Master Tracker.
The holder of a Professional certificate is only allowed to evaluate that specific field. An
individual who have the potential to become an assistant evaluator must assist on evaluations as
often as possible and with various evaluators. Once the evaluators are comfortable with the
individual’s abilities the potential assistant evaluator must arrange a secondary evaluation with a
number of participants representing the demographics of the country. During this evaluation run
by the potential assistant evaluator and the senior- or master tracker two external evaluators must
observe the process and evaluate the potential evaluator. If only one external evaluator is present
a second evaluation must be run in the same manner and observed by another external evaluator.
Both must sign off on the potential evaluator and that must be communicated to the Certification
Standards Committee who will then make the appointment if all agree.
Tracker Evaluations in New Regions
A New Region is an area where there have never been CyberTracker evaluations and/or there is
no one available with the skill in that specific environment who can evaluate trackers at
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CyberTracker standards.
To introduce CyberTracker tracker evaluations into a New Region, three options are available:
1. A person is appointed by the Certification Standards Committee to be the new Regional Initial
Evaluator. This person must qualify as a Senior Tracker and an Evaluator in an area where
CyberTracker is operational (South Africa or the USA, for example), and have a good
knowledge of tracking conditions in the new region. Preferably they live in the new region to aid
in building momentum for the system.
2. A person is appointed by the Certification Standards Committee to award Primary
CyberTracker Certificates over a period of time, until he or she qualifies as a Senior Tracker and
has been appointed by the Certification Standards Committee as a Regional Initial Evaluator.
This person must qualify as a Professional Tracker in an area where CyberTracker is operational
(South Africa or the USA, for example), and have a good knowledge of tracking conditions in
the new region. Preferably they live in the new region to aid in building momentum for the
system.
3. CyberTracker Evaluators travel to the new region to begin the process with secondary
certificates immediately. Evaluations can be given in new regions by two Multi-landscape
evaluators working together, one of which must be an external evaluator. In special
circumstances, an External evaluator will be given permission to conduct an evaluation alone in
a new region by the CyberTracker Standards Committee. It is important that the two Evaluators
traveling to the region represent the closest knowledge that matches the new region’s tracking
landscape. For example, new evaluations in northern Europe would be best led by current
Evaluators in the USA, because of many overlapping species. New evaluations in the Middle
East, Iberia and other Mediterranean countries would be best run by current Evaluators in Africa
for the same reasons.
Regional Initial Evaluator
The role of the Regional Initial Evaluator is to establish the standard Secondary CyberTracker
evaluation process in a new region (continent or completely new tracking landscape) or an area
where there are not enough Evaluators available to conduct regular evaluations.
The Regional Initial Evaluator is appointed by The Certification Standards Committee.
The Regional Initial Evaluator can be a Senior Tracker who qualified as Senior Tracker and
Evaluator in an area where CyberTracker is operational (South Africa or the USA, for example),
and who has a good knowledge of tracking conditions in the new region.
It is also an individual who is well respected as a tracker in that region and who has published
accurate and recognized reference material on Track & Sign Interpretation for that region. This
individual must be able to apply the evaluation standards in the new region.
Regional Initial Evaluators will act as External Evaluator for their regions once the Secondary
evaluation process had been rolled out and has gained enough momentum that there is a need for
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Specialist evaluations, a process peer reviewed and evaluated by the Certification Standards
Committee.
Primary CyberTracker Certificates
The introduction of the Primary Certificate is based on the observation that the CyberTracker
Evaluation Process is in itself a very efficient way to improve tracking skills over time. This has
been confirmed by the papers produced by Jonah Evans and Ciël Wharton. Furthermore, current
standards are much more rigorous than what they were when the process was first started in 1994
by Louis Liebenberg.
The Primary certificates represent a new initiative that has not yet achieved CyberTracker’s
required standards. The Primary certificates are to be issued in New Regions that have not yet
fulfilled the CyberTracker certification standards, but will follow the same evaluation process.
By following the evaluation process, the standards will improve over time in the new area until it
reaches the Secondary certification standards.
While the Secondary certificates represent consistent standards, the Primary certificates represent
a process that will eventually reach those standards.
Primary certificates will identify candidates as the best potential trackers in a particular area.
Without Primary certificates they may have nothing, since CyberTracker may not have the
capacity to issue Secondary certificates in that region. It will help to identify the best potential
trackers in an area where there may be no other way for employers to know who the best trackers
are.

Principles
Maintaining overall standards are guided by a set of Principles which all Evaluators and External
Evaluators must follow.
Ethics
Conventional classroom-based examinations are easy to validate, since the questions and
answers are documented on paper and can therefore be subjected to external evaluations after the
tests have been conducted. Tracker evaluations are practical field tests and cannot be conducted
in a classroom with pen and paper. The evaluation depends on the observations of the Evaluator
who records the evaluation on paper. But once the evaluation is completed, it is impossible to
conduct an external evaluation afterwards to determine whether or not the Evaluator maintained
the required standards.
The CyberTracker Evaluation system depends on collaboration based on mutual respect,
integrity, honesty and humility. These values are essential in maintaining the integrity of the
CyberTracker Evaluation system.
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Principle of External Evaluations
Senior Trackers play a critical role in the development and maintenance of standards. Senior
Trackers are responsible for training new trackers. In addition, Senior Tracker Evaluators
maintain the standards on which the CyberTracker evaluation system depends.
The only way to evaluate whether standards are maintained is to have an External Evaluator
present in the field while the evaluation is being conducted. For Senior Tracker certificates, the
evaluation must be conducted by an Evaluator and an External Evaluator.
Financial, commercial and marketing pressure can result in a biased evaluation. To maintain an
objective and unbiased evaluation, the External Evaluator should therefore not be part of the
organization or company who did the training or who is conducting the evaluation. While
External Evaluators may be Associates of the same organization that strives to maintain the same
standards, they should be financially independent of the Evaluators. For example all Evaluators
and External Evaluators are associated with the CyberTracker Evaluation Standards, but
CyberTracker Evaluators may work at independent tracker training centers and are therefore
financially independent of each other.
Principle of Good Practice
For Tracker Levels I, II, III and Professional Tracker only one Evaluator is required. However, it
is good practice that the organization or company who does the training of trackers employ an
Evaluator who comes in from outside to ensure an objective and unbiased evaluation.
If, however, the training institution is too remote from available evaluators, and employing an
Evaluator from outside is logistically too costly, a training institution may conduct their own
evaluations for Tracker Levels I, II, III and Professional Tracker (but not for Senior Tracker
certificates). Such institutions should make an effort to employ outside Evaluators as often as
possible to maintain standards (at least once a year).
If a complaint is received that the required standards are not maintained, the CyberTracker
Certification Standards Committee reserves the right to investigate such a complaint and suspend
or revoke CyberTracker accreditation. All interested parties will be notified.
Principle of Peer Review among Evaluators
Evaluators and External Evaluators are encouraged to attend Senior Tracker Evaluations as often
as possible (at least once every two years) as unpaid observers in order to conduct voluntary peer
review of each other’s tracking skills and evaluation standards. This process helps to improve
overall standards to the benefit of the tracking community as a whole.
Only Evaluators who have made an effort to attend Senior Tracker evaluations in order to
participate in a process of peer review will be considered as External Evaluators.
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Principle of Critical Discussion and Scientific Reasoning
The process of critical discussion observed among indigenous Kalahari San trackers represent
scientific reasoning and peer review at its most basic level.
It is a practical demonstration of scientific peer review in tracking and is therefore a valuable
way to teach evidence based scientific reasoning at its most basic level. The process of critical
discussion brings out all the evidence that some of the participants may not have noticed.
Participants may change their minds (when they made a mistake) based on new evidence that
they did not see on their own. Critical discussion and scientific reasoning is therefore a selfcorrecting process.
This step will introduce the element of creative playfulness, critical discussion, peer review and
scientific reasoning into evaluations, as a learning process, without compromising standards. It
will also encourage open discussion and transparency, which is essential in scientific reasoning.
Political Neutrality
As an international non-profit public benefit organisation whose mission is to promote a
Worldwide Environmental Monitoring Network, it is essential that CyberTracker maintains
political neutrality.
The Tracking Humans certificates are aimed at humanitarian Search & Rescue and crime
prevention in protected areas, including anti-poaching operations and tracking criminals who
may target visitors in national parks.
CyberTracker Evaluations may not be hosted by military organizations. The association of the
CyberTracker name and logo with military operations may jeopardise the safety of communities
using CyberTracker in conservation projects in remote parts of the world where military conflicts
may occur. Military personnel are very welcome to attend and participate in evaluations in their
own time.

Protocols
Optional Protocol: Critical Discussion, Peer Review and Scientific Reasoning
Based on the Principle of Critical Discussion and Scientific Reasoning, this protocol may be
added to all the levels, from Junior Tracker, Adventure Tracker, Primary Tracker, Secondary
Tracker through to the Tertiary Senior Track & Sign Evaluations.
Track & Sign evaluations may include these three steps for any of the questions: (1) First test
each participant on an individual basis, (2) then ask all participants to discuss the track and come
up with a consensus answer (which gets recorded), and (3) only then do the evaluator explain the
track to the participants.
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Note that they do not always agree on a consensus. The evaluator would therefore record: (1)
Consensus answer correct (2) No consensus (3) Consensus answer incorrect.
This is a practical demonstration of scientific peer review in tracking and is a valuable way to
teach evidence based scientific reasoning at its most basic level in tracking.
Research indicates that for Kalahari trackers the consensus answer has been correct most of the
time, even if the elder trackers got it wrong and only one of the younger trackers got it right. So
even if the tracker who gets it right is in a minority, after looking at all the evidence and debating
it through critical discussion, they usually come up with the correct answer. Over time the same
groups have shown an increase in the success rate of the consensus answers, until the consensus
for a particular group of trackers reaches 100%.
It should be noted that this process is not about a democratic vote to reach a majority consensus,
or about who can dominate the discussion. The process of critical discussion brings out all the
evidence that some of the participants may not have noticed. Participants may change their
minds (when they made a mistake) based on new evidence that they did not see on their own.
This protocol will introduce the element of creative playfulness, critical discussion, peer review
and scientific reasoning into evaluations, as a learning process, without compromising standards.
It will also encourage open discussion and transparency, which is essential in scientific
reasoning.
This protocol is optional and will not be scored as part of the formal evaluation.
Optional Protocol: Collective Sign Recognition and Open Discussion
At the end of an evaluation, if time allows, the evaluator may apply a protocol to test the ability
of trackers to recognize signs when signs are not pointed out by the evaluator.
The evaluator may demarcate an area about 1 meter wide (so that even the smallest and most
subtle signs can be observed without disturbing the demarcated area) and several meters long.
Each of the candidates, in their own time, must make a list of signs of all the species they can
find inside the demarcated area.
Once each candidate has compiled a list of species, they should engage the Principle of Critical
Discussion and Scientific Reasoning to establish a complete list of species found within the
demarcated area.
The objective is to demonstrate the value of collective observation, open discussion and
scientific reasoning.
This is an optional test and will not be scored as part of the formal evaluation.
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Protocols: Track & Sign Interpretation Evaluations
The Track & Sign evaluation should be objective and a fair representation of what is in the area.
In general the following will apply:
On Primary and Secondary level evaluations, the following protocols will apply:
1. The evaluation will be composed of 3 warm-up questions that will not be included in
scoring and 50 questions. This means an evaluation will include 53 total questions.
2. The 50 questions follow a ratio of 20% one-point questions, 60% two-point questions,
and 20% three-point questions, although there may be differences due to variation across
tracking landscapes with different species assemblages (e.g., some landscapes lack
enough large animals to accumulate high proportions of one-point questions).
3. To prevent confusion and minimize bias introduced with emotionally-loaded vocabulary,
it is important to speak of simple or complex instead of easy or difficult questions. It is
also a one-, two-, or three-point question and not a level one, -two, or -three question.
4. The first three questions must be asked in one bundle. Then it should be announced that:
“This was a warm-up, and these questions will not be included in any scoring. Now we
can continue with the evaluation but take note that from now on all incorrect answers will
count against you.”
5. In general, not more than two people may be at a question at any time, although again
there may be variation depending upon the size of the area the question encompasses.
There is no communication between the trackers at a station.
6. A station can be made up of more than one question.
7. Trackers are not allowed to use any mechanical tool or equipment to measure a track or
sign, and no reference material is allowed.
8. No cell phones are allowed.
9. Trackers are not allowed to touch or disturbed anything inside the question zone.
10. Trackers are allowed unrestricted access to the trail beyond the question as long as they
stay outside the clearly marked question zone, unless a limiting demarcation line is
indicated.
11. The evaluator must indicate the question to all the trackers in the same way, to ensure
fairness.
12. No sign may be disturbed or altered by the evaluator. If the rating of a sign changes
during the evaluation, due to changing light or other environmental on human factors, the
question must be taken out of the evaluation.
13. Repeat questions may be asked but a minimum of 40 different questions must be asked. If
more than one question is asked on the same sign (e.g. species, which foot, sex) all the
questions will score regardless if the species was answered incorrectly.
14. If the sex of an animal is the question it must only be asked after the species was
answered.
15. Trackers are not allowed to communicate their answers to the evaluator in such a way
that the other trackers being evaluated will become aware of their answer.
16. If the tracker is not sure of the correct answer due to difference in language, or cannot
answer the question in the language of the Evaluator, he or she may use a local language.
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It is up to the evaluator to verify the answer given in the local language. One of the other
trackers who had already answered can be used as translator. It is important that the
answer gets translated, and that the two trackers don’t enter into a long discussion that
might throw the answer in question.
17. Once the evaluator has recorded an answer on paper, or in the case of multiple questions
at a single station, once a participant leaves the station, answers cannot be changed.
18. If any of the trackers answered a question wrong, the evaluator must explain and clearly
point out the evidence to the answer. If a dispute develops between the evaluator and the
tracker being evaluated after the evaluator has explained and clearly pointed out the
evidence, and none of the trackers being evaluated could see and understand the
evidence, the question may, at the discretion of the Evaluator, be thrown out and not
scored. It is then taken out of the evaluation across the board, and will not score for any
tracker in the group.
19. Not more than 12 participants (preferably 10) can be evaluated by one evaluator in an
evaluation.
20. If a tracker deliberately, or continuously disturbs questions, or gives answers in such a
way that other trackers hear them, or continuously takes more time than what is required
on average, or smokes where the smoke can be smelt by the other trackers, or is in any
way disruptive to the evaluation process, the evaluator must warn the individual once in
front of the other trackers. If the individual continues with the behaviour, the individual
will be removed from the evaluation.
21. No discretion is allowed by the evaluator on the protocol.

Protocols: Track & Sign Specialist Evaluations
On Specialist evaluations, the following protocols will apply:
1. The evaluation will be composed of 3 warm-up questions that will not be included in
scoring, 45 to 50 3-point questions (including up to five 2-point questions), plus 7 Bonus
questions. This means a Specialist evaluation will include 60 total questions.
2. The first three questions must be asked in one bundle. Then it should be announced that:
“This was a warm-up, and these questions will not be included in any scoring. Now we
can continue with the evaluation but take note that from now on all incorrect answers will
count against you.”
3. The Evaluators must agree upon the answer to every question and its rating before it is
asked; a question cannot be asked if they do not agree upon the answer. The External
Evaluator has the authority to deny questions and assign final ratings.
4. Preferably one participant (but not more than two) at a question at any time.
5. A station can be made up of more than one question.
6. Trackers are not allowed to use any mechanical tool or equipment to measure a track or
sign, and no reference material is allowed.
7. No cell phones are allowed.
8. Trackers are not allowed to touch or disturbed anything inside the question zone.
9. Trackers can be denied unrestricted access to the trail beyond the question only if it will
impact on the rating of that particular spoor, or if it will impact on the next question zone.
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10. The evaluator must indicate the question to all the trackers in the same way, to ensure
fairness.
11. No sign may be disturbed or altered by the evaluator within the demarcated circle. If the
rating of a sign changes during the evaluation, due to changing light or other
environmental on human factors, the question must be taken out of the evaluation.
12. Repeat questions may be asked but a minimum of 40 different questions must be asked.
13. If the sex of an animal is the question it must only be asked after the species was
answered.
14. Trackers are not allowed to communicate their answers to the evaluator in such a way
that the other trackers being evaluated will become aware of their answer.
15. If the tracker is not sure of the correct answer due to difference in language, or cannot
answer the question in the language of the Evaluator, he or she may use a local language.
It is up to the evaluator to verify the answer given in the local language. One of the other
trackers who had already answered can be used as translator. It is important that the
answer gets translated, and that the two trackers don’t enter into a long discussion that
might throw the answer in question.
16. Once the evaluator has recorded an answer on paper, or in the case of multiple questions
at a single station, once a participant leaves the station, their answers cannot be changed.
17. The Evaluators must announce that a question is a bonus before testing, so that evaluators
cannot be accused of manipulating scores to help some.
18. If any of the trackers answered a question wrong, the evaluator must explain and clearly
point out the evidence to the answer. If a dispute develops between the evaluator and the
tracker being evaluated after the evaluator had explain and clearly pointed out the
evidence, and none of the trackers being evaluated could see and understand the
evidence, the question may, at the discretion of the Evaluator, be thrown out and not
scored. It is then taken out of the evaluation across the board, and will not score for any
tracker in the group.
19. External evaluator must be present when the evaluator is explaining the answers.
20. Preferably eight but not more than ten participants may be evaluated together.
21. No observers are allowed to watch a Specialist evaluation for the sake of training.
22. No mentoring or practicing may take place at or be hosted by the venue where the
specialist evaluation is to take place for at least two weeks prior to the evaluation.
Candidates are free to practice or be mentored on neighboring reserves/properties but not
at the evaluation venue. If time allows the evaluator and external evaluator may entertain
a “getting the eye in” session but they both have to be present for this.
23. If mentoring took place within two weeks prior to the evaluation the mentor may not
form part of the evaluation team.
24. If a tracker scores 100% on the 3-Point questions, and has at least three of the Bonus
Point questions correct, he or she will have passed the evaluation with 100% Plus, and it
must be recorded as such on the Cyber Tracker data base.
25. No discretion is allowed by the evaluator on the protocol.

Protocols: Trailing Evaluations
The trailing evaluation must afford the tracker a fair opportunity to be tested. A proper brief and
de-brief is extremely important to inform and explain to the tracker what is expected and where
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there is room for improvement. If a trail is cut short, the evaluator must explain to the tracker the
reason.
On the Primary and Secondary levels the following will apply:
1. At least 16 of the 25 aspects must be scored during a trail to constitute an evaluation for
Trailing I, II or III, and at least 20 for Trailing Professional.
2. (Human tracking only) Following natural routes, a human trail (for Trailing humans)
must be laid by two or three persons wearing shoes, walking for 30 minutes at a moderate
pace. At the end of the trail the person being followed must be waiting (not hiding) in a
sheltered place (e.g. under a tree or under an overhang). They are to keep quiet at all
times.
3. If the tracker is put on an animal trail, the trail must be followed for at least 30 minutes
before it constitutes an evaluation. A tracker cannot obtain a score of 80% or higher if the
entire trail was not complex enough. If some sections of the trail was complex, but at no
stage very complex, the score cannot be 90% or above. It is only on a trail that includes
simple, complex and very complex sections that a score of 90% and more can be
achieved.
4. If a group of trackers are evaluated on a Trailing Evaluation, two trackers can follow the
same trail, one as first tracker, and the other as second tracker behind the evaluator. The
Evaluator can at any stage of the trail ask the second tracker questions about the trail, or
swap the two trackers around, or have both trackers in front of him. The second tracker
can also be called in to assist the first tracker when he or she lost the trail. The
performance of a tracker when functioning as second tracker will also be considered
when he or she is scored.
5. If not enough evidence was presented on a trail to accurately score the first tracker, he or
she must be put on the next available trail as first tracker until enough evidence is
gathered. This might be after only a short section of the trail that can then be handed over
to the second tracker. It might not be necessary to put the tracker on a second trail if a
major error was made on simple sections of the trail.
6. A trail can be cut short if enough mistakes are made to determine the Tracker’s skill
early.
7. If the tracker is a potential Trailing Professional, the animal must be found to evaluate as
much of the criteria as possible; if the tracker found the animal in a previous evaluation
and scored 100% on that component while being evaluated by the same evaluator, that
evaluation can be included in the current evaluation.
8. It is up to the discretion of the Evaluator to decide if a trail is to be followed or not, or
when to terminate the trail, and not that of the tracker.

Protocols: Trailing Specialist Evaluations
1. At least 23 of the 25 aspects must be scored during a trail to constitute an evaluation, and
no errors on the complex and very complex sections are allowed. The tracker must score
100%.
2. The tracker must follow an animal trail for at least 1 hour before it constitutes an
evaluation.
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3. The trail must include complex and very complex sections.
4. The human or animal must be found (or have been found during a previous evaluation
and scored 100% on that component while being evaluated by the same evaluator).
5. If a group of trackers are evaluated on a Trailing Evaluation, only one tracker is allowed
to follow a trail at a time due to the intense concentration required. The Evaluators can
assist the tracker in unreasonably complex sections of the trail.
6. The Evaluator may choose to switch out trackers on a trail and have participants work
different trails for different lengths of time to gain sufficient evidence of a participant’s
skill.
7. A trail can be cut short if enough mistakes are made to determine the Tracker’s skill
early.
8. It is up to the discretion of the Evaluator to decide if a trail is to be followed or not, or
when to terminate the trail, and not that of the tracker.
9. If a tracker’s ability on at least three of the aspects is exceptional (a 10+; above what is
expected of a Trailing Specialist) and all 25 aspects had been scored, he or she would
have passed the evaluation with 100% plus, and it must be recorded as such on the Cyber
Tracker data base.

Novel Contributions
If a tracker comes up with what seems to be a novel contribution, or new ideas on either track &
sign interpretation or trailing during an evaluation, it will not count in any way toward the
outcome of that evaluation. The Evaluator must however record it accurately and submit it to the
Certification Standards Committee for validation and further testing. If it was indeed a novel
contribution, the tracker must be credited with it. This will then be taken into consideration if the
tracker gets nominated for a merit award.

Safety
If the candidate does anything that endangers his or her own life or the life of someone else, the
Evaluator will terminate the evaluation, without further scoring the evaluation, irrespective of the
tracker’s performance.

Evaluator’s Discretion
The amount of discretion allowed is bound by this document. The Evaluator may not implement
new ideas, techniques or protocols during an evaluation. This must first be approved by the
Certification Standards Committee and published on the CyberTracker website before it can be
implemented in an evaluation.

Formal Peer-Review System
The aim of this process is to ensure that we are all on the same standard of evaluation. An added
advantage is that tracking will grow due to the cross-pollination that will take place.
All evaluators and external evaluators must attend/take part in at least two of the following
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activities in every two year cycle:
1. Run a Secondary level evaluation with another evaluator.
2. Run or assist a Tertiary evaluation.
3. Attend the CyberTracker evaluators workshop (including the field work)
Evaluations run with other evaluators should be recorded on the website.
A general email should be generated and sent out to all the evaluators/external evaluators
regarding upcoming evaluations so that all are aware of what is happening where. It is important
that the teams must regularly change as not to get two or three individuals drifting off.

Appointment as Evaluator
CyberTracker Evaluators are appointed by local and international CyberTracker Certification
Standards Committees. A T&S- or Trailing Specialist who has the potential to become an
evaluator and who is interested must assist on evaluations as often as possible, and with various
evaluators. Once the evaluators are confident that the individual has learned the ropes the
evaluator/potential evaluator must arrange a lower-band evaluation with a number of participants
representing the demographics of the country. During this evaluation run by the potential
evaluator two external evaluators must observe the process and evaluate the potential evaluator.
If only one external evaluator is present a second evaluation must be run in the same manner and
observed by another external evaluator. Both must sign off on the potential evaluator and that
must be communicated to the CyberTracker Certification Standards Committee who will then
make the appointment if all agree. To become an External Evaluator, the evaluator needs to be
nominated and evaluated by the Committee members. A more detailed accounting of how
evaluators are appointed in the USA is available here: http://trackercertification.com/becomingan-evaluator/.

Professional level
Level 4 is now known as Professional level. In the industry it should be made known that
Professional trackers are of a very high standard. Only a small percentage of trackers will get to
the Senior or Specialist level.

The Master Tracker
The exceptional skills of indigenous Kalahari San Master Trackers may soon be lost. It is crucial
that the last remaining Master Trackers in the Kalahari are identified and that a programme of
employment be initiated in order to ensure that their invaluable expertise is passed on to younger
generations and trackers worldwide.
Over the last 20 years about 90% of the Kalahari San Master Trackers have passed away.
However, we estimate that there may be more than a 100 Master Trackers in the Kalahari who
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have not yet been identified and certified. This may be one of the largest living populations of
indigenous Master Trackers alive and may therefore be an invaluable resource for nature
conservation worldwide. The Kalahari San are genetically the oldest modern people and the art
of tracking may be the origin of science, representing a continuous tradition that goes back more
than 100 000 years. Their tracking skills are a vital source of information about human evolution,
and science would suffer a permanent and irreplaceable loss if they vanished. As such, this group
of Master Trackers represents a unique part of humanity’s cultural heritage.
The success of the CyberTracker certification has resulted in a growing number of tracker
training centres around the world. However, there is a critical shortage of Master Trackers who
can provide tracker training to the new generation of trackers. At present there are only 13
certified Master Trackers worldwide.
The world is experiencing a period of rapid environmental change linked to habitat change,
pollution, and climate change. Monitoring biodiversity is critical for effective conservation
management. There are too few professional ecologists to deal with the scale of environmental
challenges. Furthermore, global biodiversity conservation is seriously challenged by gaps in the
geographical coverage of existing information. Locally based monitoring is particularly
important in developing countries, where it can empower local communities to manage their
natural resources.
The case studies discussed in the attached paper (Liebenberg, et al 2016) demonstrates the value
of employing trackers using smartphones in large-scale, long-term monitoring of ecosystems for
conservation management. Trackers can play a critical role in preventing poaching of
endangered species such as rhino, elephant and tigers. Trackers can also be of great value for
monitoring rare and endangered species.
The Master Tracker Programme will develop the highest standards of excellence in the art of
tracking. The programme will combine academic research and practical tracking skills to
implement a rigorous scientific peer review process to develop the future generations of Master
Trackers.
Master Trackers are needed to mentor the next generation of trackers. In addition, Master
Trackers can be employed to conduct scientific research on animal behaviour. In order to
maintain the Master Tracker expertise into the future we will need scientists with a practical
understanding of tracking who can work with Master Trackers in field research and wildlife
monitoring.
Collaboration will be pursued with universities to provide MSc and PhD programmes for a new
generation of scientists with practical tracking skills who can work side-by-side with Master
Trackers. Formal academic programmes will be combined with intensive mentoring of practical
tracking skills, working with the top Master Trackers in southern Africa.
Only by developing a rigorous scientific research programme will Master Tracker skills be
retained and developed into the future.
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While the Senior Tracker must attain a high level of skill and refinement, the Master Tracker is
the exceptional individual who represents the best qualities a tracker can develop over an
extensive period of experience. The Master Tracker certificate is not something that can be
earned by means of an evaluation – rather it is an honorary award that gives recognition for a
lifetime of exceptional work. The qualities of the Master Tracker have been inspired by the best
indigenous hunters who until recently hunted with the poison bow-and-arrow.
The Master Tracker must have an excellent knowledge of animal behavior and be capable of a
highly refined interpretation of spoor in difficult terrain. He or she must have originality and
creative insight and must have well-developed intuitive abilities. Qualities of the Master Tracker
include: Exceptional skill, extensive knowledge and experience, endurance, concentration,
wisdom, humility, creativity, insight, intuition, curiosity, the ability to make an original
contribution to our understanding of tracking and/or knowledge of animal behavior.
In indigenous hunter-gatherer communities, the best hunters were expected to show humility.
Individuals who boasted about their skills or achievements were quickly put in their place. This
helped to avoid jealousy in small communities that depended on cooperation and social harmony.
Humility in tracking is more than a social necessity. The Master Tracker has acquired the
wisdom to know that even the best trackers can sometimes be wrong and make mistakes.
Scientific understanding is fundamentally fallible. This is why Karl Popper (1959) proposed that
falsifiability should be the criteria for whether a hypothesis is scientific or not. Master Trackers
are quick to admit their own mistakes or if they do not know something and recognize when
someone else is right.
Lack of humility results in an inability to recognize mistakes. Genuine humility means that the
true Master Tracker would not expect to be awarded the Master Tracker certificate. Conversely,
trackers who expect to be awarded the Master Tracker certificate have not acquired the wisdom
and humility that is characteristic of the Master Tracker.
CyberTracker will in future recognize five categories of Master Trackers. We honour them not
so much as individuals on their own, but for the contribution they have made collectively to the
art of tracking as a whole. The different categories of Master Trackers complement one another.
Together they have contributed to the growth of tracking in a way that no single individual could
have achieved working alone. Significant attributes of the Master Tracker includes humility,
wisdom, generosity and the desire to contribute to the growth of others.

The full range of attributes of the Master Tracker categories will in due course be documented
and published on the CyberTracker website. The most important attributes include:
Elder Master Tracker
The Master Tracker certificate was created in honour of the memory of the elder generation of
indigenous hunter-gatherers of the Kalahari. The Elder Master Trackers were hunter-gatherers
who may have passed away before they were officially recognized under the CyberTracker
evaluation system, or those who may still be alive but due to old age and poor eyesight may no
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longer be able to track as well as they did when they were younger. These include the late
!Nam!kabe Molote of Lone Tree, Botswana, !Namka and /Xantsue of Bere, Botswana, /Dzau
/Dzaku and Xa//nau of Groot Laagte, Botswana, Bahbah, Jehjeh and Hewha, Ngwatle Pan,
Botswana, Tso!oma, Ganamasi and Mutsabapu of Old Xade, Central Kalahari, Botswana, !Nani
//Kxao, Ghau ≠Oma and Tsisaba Debe of the Nyae Nyae Conservancy, Namibia.
Indigenous Master Tracker
The Indigenous Master Tracker was or still is a indigenous hunter, using the persistence hunting
method and/or the indigenous poison bow-and-arrow in a hunter-gatherer context.
Master Tracker: Exceptional Practical Skill and Expertise
A Master Tracker who did not practice indigenous hunting, but have demonstrated exceptional
practical skill and expertise in tracking. In future the minimum requirements will include at least
ten years’ experience after achieving the Senior Tracker certificate, during which time he or she
mentored younger trackers, thereby making a contribution to the growth of tracking.

Master Tracker: Exceptional Contribution to the Growth of the Art of Tracking
A Master Tracker who contributed to the growth of tracking through the mentoring, evaluation
and certification of a significant number of trackers. The minimum requirements include at least
ten years’ experience after achieving the Senior Tracker certificate, during which time he or she
mentored younger trackers, and issued a large number of tracker certificates, thereby making a
significant contribution to the growth of tracking.
Master Tracker: Original Contribution to the Art of Tracking
A Master Tracker who contributed to the growth of tracking through original publications,
including books and/or scientific papers, or developing new technology and/or applying
technology to tracking in an innovative way, or achieving a PhD that involved the application of
tracking. The minimum requirements include at least ten years’ experience after achieving the
Senior Tracker certificate, during which time he or she published original new knowledge on the
art of tracking and/or applying innovative technology to tracking, thereby making a significant
contribution to the growth of tracking.
One of the characteristic qualities of the Master Tracker is an innate curiosity about the smallest
details in nature.
!Nam!kabe once stopped me and pointed to a little bee and told me: “This little bee feeds on that
little flower” – making a species specific connection between an insect and a plant. One day we
found a concentration of fresh jackal tracks converging to a point, usually an indication that
there is a carcass nearby. !Nate, Kayate and Boroh//xao started looking for the carcass, hoping
to get some meat, while !Nam!kabe stood to one side, silently watching the younger trackers
scouring the area. After a while, when they found nothing and could not explain what had
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happened, !Nam!kabe pointed to some fresh dung. He explained that the jackals were feeding on
dung beetles in the dung. Since they ate all the dung beetles, there was no evidence of what the
jackals were feeding on.
On another occasion we were asked to investigate a complaint from a farmer in the Ganzi
district who claimed that Wild Dogs were killing his cattle. His farm workers showed us a den we found the tracks of Brown Hyena, but no sign of Wild Dog. They then took us to some bushes
where they claimed the Wild Dogs were lying under some bushes. It had been raining for several
days and there were no footprints to identify the animals, but there were still depressions in the
ground around the bushes where the animals were lying close together. But !Nam!kabe pointed
out that if they were Wild Dogs, we would not have seen any depressions where they were lying –
Wild Dogs do not create depressions before they lie down, they simply lie down on the ground.
Furthermore, Wild Dogs would not lie close together around a bush, but would lie down
scattered over a larger area. Only Brown Hyena would lie close together under the bushes and
dig shallow depressions in the sand. Even after days of heavy rains, with no tracks to give a
positive identification, the way they lay down indicated that these were Brown Hyena, not Wild
Dog.
Wilson Masia would not only be familiar with the smallest animals found in the Thornybush
Game Reserve, but also animals whose tracks are hardly ever seen. On one day he pointed out
the indistinct tracks of the Burchell’s Coucal in course riverbed sand, a bird that rarely comes
down to the ground – you hardly ever see this bird’s tracks, but he knew them when he saw
them. When conducting tracker evaluations, Karel (Vet Piet) Kleinman a Master Tracker who
worked in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier National Park would point out feint little half-moon
shapes in the sand, the sign of a little grass hopper that was buried beneath the soft sand and took
flight, leaving tiny little wing marks in the sand. Their intimate knowledge of animal behavior
allowed them to visualize what the animal was doing and predict its movements and activities.
Even when there are no apparent tracks to be seen in thickly matted dry grass, Wilson Masia
would read the terrain, and based on the movements of the lions we have been tracking, point in
the general direction where he predicts we would find tracks. Often, when prompted, he would
readily admit when he does not know where they are, and will be quick to concede when he has
lost the tracks. But usually his intuition would get us back onto the trail, sometimes a
considerable distance from the last known footprints. When tracking in difficult terrain, the
Master Tracker relies extensively on his knowledge of the behavior of the animals within the
context of the local terrain, making predictions that may seem uncanny to someone who does not
understand speculative tracking.
Vet Piet would glance at some lion tracks going up the side of a dune. Immediately he could see
that this male lion got up, ran up the dune at a trot, stood still to listen to something in the
distance, and then trotted off at a steady pace in a specific direction. He explained that the lion
had heard a female in the distance, got up and trotted higher up on the dune where he stood still
to listen, and then trotted off to go and find the female. He then got into the vehicle and drove
around some high dunes to find his way to where he predicted the lion had been going. He
picked up the tracks and followed them to a spot where the lion had encountered two other lions,
a male and a female. The tracks indicated that the two males hade been fighting over the female,
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after which one of the males went off together with the female. The original set of tracks only
indicated a male lion that got up, stopped, and continued at a trot. But the way it moved showed
that it was not hunting, since it was not trying to move stealthily to stalk a prey animal. Rather, it
stopped to listen to something at a distance that it found attractive, and then moved off at a
steady pace. The way it moved indicated that it was attracted to a female in the distance.
The Master Tracker also has an understanding of ecological processes at landscape level over a
period of time. When I first started working with Karel (Pokkie) Benadie, he pointed out that you
cannot, as one rhino specialist did, come to the Karoo National Park for only ten days in the year
to study their feeding behavior. The Black Rhino feeds on different plants at different times of
the year, depending on the availability of plants during the different seasons. His observation was
subsequently put to the test when he and James (JJ) Minye became the first trackers to use the
CyberTracker to monitor rhino feeding behavior in the Karoo National Park. Their results were
published in the journal Pachyderm, making them the first non-literate trackers to co-author a
paper published in an academic journal, based on data they themselves gathered independently.
Karel also pointed out that porcupines at one point had a number of dens against a hill, where
they would feed on an abundance of their favorite plant foods. But they subsequently moved out
of the area because their food became exhausted.
The Master Tracker has a curiosity in nature that far exceeds practical needs. Perhaps the most
striking example of knowledge for the sake of knowledge among /Gwi trackers is found in their
detailed knowledge of ants. Their knowledge of ants, for example, far exceeded their practical
hunting requirements. I interviewed Karoha, /Uase and !Nate of Lone Tree in the central
Kalahari, Botswana.
The /Gwi have eleven names for ants, including the velvet ant (a wingless wasp), and termites. In
addition, some ants referred to by the generic name for ants are clearly recognised as different
species, and may be described as the ‘small red ants’, the ‘small ants that live in trees’, or ‘the
red ant that bites you’. Some ant names are arbitrary and do not have any meaning. Other ant
names describe a distinctive feature of the ant. !gom means ‘to kneel’, because when they sting,
the poison is strong and acts quickly – it is so painful that one has to sit down on one’s knees.
|a|aana means ‘your body shakes’, because the poison is very strong. !uje|e|e means ‘to carry all
things back to their home’, because they are both predators and scavengers – they scavenge the
skeletal remains of millipedes, insects, dried out berries, as well as anything they can kill. !ale
means ‘to carry new things’, because they are predators that feed on anything they can kill
themselves. |ham means ‘sticky’, because they have soft bodies. !ole refers to the colour of the
ant, a light reddish-orange. Some ants are edible. |da is described as the ‘old people’s rice’,
because it is a food reserved for old people. !ole is used as a ‘salt’ and is eaten with a plant food.
Much of their knowledge of ants is gained in a tracking context. This is illustrated by their
detailed knowledge of the !uri|xam. In one instance we noticed that for quite a large distance
there were no tracks of steenbok or duiker (small antelope). At one point I noticed large black
ants were swarming all over the ground and biting the trackers on their feet. One tracker, !Nate,
told me that this is why we have not seen any steenbok or duiker tracks in that area. The |xam
ants persist in biting them, forcing them to avoid the area. A short distance further !Nate pointed
at sign where a steenbok had been lying down, showing signs of agitation as it got up and turned
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around in circles, before eventually leaving the area. They further explained that during the
rainy season (November to March) the |xam cut grass which they drag down their holes to store
for the dry season. The |xam only eat grass and soft plants. During this period they do not want
any other animals to come near their holes. If a steenbok comes too near, they become
aggressive and bite it. When they bite an animal they cover the bite with a ‘liquid from the
abdomen.’ They will attack steenbok, duiker, jackals, aardwolves, foxes, hares, springhares,
mongooses and ground squirrels. The trackers further say that the springhare eats too much
grass, which is why the ants attack them. But they maintain that the aardvark does not eat the
|xam ant.
They say that the aardvark feeds on |ham, !ale, |da and !uje|e|e. It does not feed on |xam, ‡’aa,
!gom, |a|aana, ||om||om, !ole and ||ha||hane. The reason why it does not feed on the ‡’aa termite
is because the nest is ‘too deep underground’ and because its tongue is too thin to lick them up
when they are above ground. They note that the aardwolf does not dig for ants like the aardvark.
It only feeds on ‡’aa and !uje|e|e.
Unlike the aardvark, it feeds on the ‡’aa termites when they are above the ground by licking
them up with its broad tongue. The pangolin feeds on |ham, and not ‡’aa, for the same reasons as
the aardvark.
These examples show a level of detail in their knowledge of ants that far exceed the practical
requirements of hunting. In fact much of this knowledge may not be relevant to hunting at all.
This demonstrates that Master Trackers develop knowledge for the sake of knowledge itself.
A Master Tracker certificate may be awarded to a nominee, who is a Senior Tracker, by and at
the discretion of the CyberTracker Certification Standards Committee. Only Senior Trackers
who have made a particular meritorious contribution to the understanding of the art of tracking,
or the sustainability thereof, or the behavior, ecology or conservation of a particular species,
applying tracking skills, can be nominated by members of the Certification Standards
Committee, or an Evaluator, or an External Evaluator. Under normal circumstances a tracker
cannot be nominated unless he or she has at least fifteen years’ experience, including at least ten
years as a Senior Tracker, unless he or she achieved the Senior Tracker certificate on his or her
first evaluation. In recognition of their indigenous knowledge, exceptions may be made for
indigenous trackers in recent hunter-gatherer communities.
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